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Objectives: Autism, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and tic disorder
(Tourette syndrome; TS) are neurodevelopmental conditions that frequently co-occur
and impact psychological, social, and emotional processes. Increased likelihood of
chronic physical symptoms, including fatigue and pain, are also recognized. The
expression of joint hypermobility, reflecting a constitutional variant in connective
tissue, predicts susceptibility to psychological symptoms alongside recognized physical
symptoms. Here, we tested for increased prevalence of joint hypermobility, autonomic
dysfunction, and musculoskeletal symptoms in 109 adults with neurodevelopmental
condition diagnoses.
Methods: Rates of generalized joint hypermobility (GJH, henceforth hypermobility)
in adults with a formal diagnosis of neurodevelopmental conditions (henceforth
neurodivergent group, n = 109) were compared to those in the general population in
UK. Levels of orthostatic intolerance and musculoskeletal symptoms were compared to
a separate comparison group (n = 57). Age specific cut-offs for GJH were possible to
determine in the neurodivergent and comparison group only.
Results: The neurodivergent group manifested elevated prevalence of hypermobility
(51%) compared to the general population rate of 20% and a comparison population
(17.5%). Using a more stringent age specific cut-off, in the neurodivergent group this
prevalence was 28.4%, more than double than the comparison group (12.5%). Odds
ratio for presence of hypermobility in neurodivergent group, compared to the general
population was 4.51 (95% CI 2.17–9.37), with greater odds in females than males. Using
age specific cut-off, the odds ratio for GJH in neurodivergent group, compared to the
comparison group, was 2.84 (95% CI 1.16–6.94). Neurodivergent participants reported
significantly more symptoms of orthostatic intolerance and musculoskeletal skeletal pain
than the comparison group. The number of hypermobile joints was found to mediate the
relationship between neurodivergence and symptoms of both dysautonomia and pain.
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Conclusions: In neurodivergent adults, there is a strong link between the expression
of joint hypermobility, dysautonomia, and pain, more so than in the comparison
group. Moreover, joint hypermobility mediates the link between neurodivergence and
symptoms of dysautonomia and pain. Increased awareness and understanding of this
association may enhance the management of core symptoms and allied difficulties in
neurodivergent people, including co-occurring physical symptoms, and guide service
delivery in the future.
Keywords: autism, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), autonomic dysfunction, joint hypermobility,
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, neurodevelopmental conditions, pain, Tourette syndrome

INTRODUCTION

EDS-HT), being the most common (8, 9). 2017 hEDS criteria use
an age and sex specific cut-off for GJH (10) in contrast to the GJH
major criterion for JHS (11).
Clinical features of HSD and hEDS are not limited to
musculoskeletal and cutaneous symptoms (9). Associations exist
with cardiovascular autonomic dysfunction (12), gastrointestinal
difficulties (13), fatigue (12) and pain syndromes (14),
gynecological and obstetric problems (15, 16), and mental
health concerns (17–19).
As noted, in addition to these conditions, there is growing
recognition that hypermobility is associated with the presence of
one or more neurodevelopmental conditions, including autism
and ADHD (17–19). Individuals with EDS are reported to
be 7.4 times (95% CI: 5.2–10.7) more likely to be autistic
than a comparison group (18). Autistic children were shown
to have greater mobility of joints (maximum passive joint
mobility in degrees of angle were measured for a finger, wrist,
elbow, and ankle) compared to a matched comparison group
(20). The association between autism and joint hypermobility
syndrome/hEDS is further illustrated in a series of case
studies (21), highlighting the need for more systematic research
for robust characterization of these links (17). ADHD is
also associated with GJH: One study reported generalized
hypermobility in 32% of 54 patients with ADHD, compared
to 14% of a comparison group (22). Another study reported
the prevalence of GJH to be 74% in 86 children with ADHD,
compared to 13% of a comparison group (23). Moreover, in a
population-based matched cohort study in Sweden (n = 1,771),
individuals with EDS were 5.6 times (95% CI: 4.2–7.4) more likely
to have an ADHD diagnosis than those without EDS (18).
Both autism and ADHD are commonly associated with
the expression of tics. There has been so far no specific
evidence published that links primary developmental tic disorder,
exemplified by TS, to joint hypermobility. Nevertheless, the
clinical overlap and co-occurrence across neurodevelopmental
conditions suggests that people with TS are more likely
to manifest joint hypermobility compared to the general
population. For example, there are high co-occurrence rates of
both ADHD and autism with TS, with estimates ranging from
60 to 80% for people with ADHD and 6.5–50% for autistic
people (24). Interestingly, across this neurodevelopmental triad,
involvement of fronto-striatal circuitry is implicated in the
expression of respective symptomology (25, 26). Co-occurrence

Autism spectrum disorder (DSM-V, henceforth “autism”) refers
to conditions of neurodevelopmental origin, typically entailing
differences in social and emotional interaction, perception
(with hypo- and hypersensitivities), and behavior (often having
focused interests and preference for routine). Overlap with
other neurodevelopmental conditions is common including
up to 66% co-occurrence with attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder [ADHD; (1)], and chronic tic conditions [e.g.,
Tourette syndrome (TS), in which there is 60% overlap with
other neurodevelopmental conditions (2)]. In this paper, we
have intended to align our language with the neurodiversity
movement (3), for example using Identity-first description (e.g.,
“autistic” person rather than “person with autism”) and aimed
to avoid using ableist language (4). In addition to the defining
neurodevelopmental features, autism and related conditions are
recognized to be associated with an increased likelihood of
developing physical health problems. These include disorders
such as fibromyalgia, irritable bowel syndrome, and fatigue,
as well as less clearly defined symptoms related to autonomic
dysregulation, notably orthostatic intolerance. An association
between neurodevelopmental conditions and joint hypermobility
is recognized which might elucidate an increased likelihood of
physical symptoms (5).
Joint hypermobility describes the ability of joints to move
beyond typically “normal” limits, usually as a consequence of
ligamentous laxity, as occurs in connective tissue disorders or
other genetic conditions (6). In the general population, joint
hypermobility is relatively common, yet prevalence can be
difficult to estimate, and this was further complicated historically
by a variety of criteria, assessment measures, definitions, and
cut-offs used in different hypermobility studies.
One report suggests approximately 20% of the
United Kingdom population have joint hypermobility (7);
another showed 28% of girls and 11% of boys (among 6,022
children) had generalized joint hypermobility (GJH) (6).
When such hypermobility is associated with other symptoms,
typically pain or autonomic dysfunction (6, 8), a diagnosis of
hypermobility spectrum disorder [HSD, formerly known as joint
hypermobility syndrome (JHS)] or Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome
(EDS) may be made. Thirteen types of EDS have been described,
with hypermobile EDS (hEDS—previously known as EDS-III or
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experiencing pain (38). For instance, an online survey of autistic
females found that 100% of those with joint hypermobility
(n = 85) experienced joint pain, compared to only 29% of those
without joint hypermobility [n = 20; (39)]. Chronic pain has
a detrimental effect on the quality of life of neurodivergent
individuals (40), highlighting a need to further characterize
these associations within a more representative sample including
males (38). In ADHD, where the link to hypermobility related
disorders is arguably more established (5), the experience of
pain may interact with, and impact negatively on, attention
(41). In a study of referrals to a pain clinic, patients with ADHD
reported statistically significantly higher mean pain scores
compared to patients without an ADHD diagnosis (42). While
over three-quarters of neurodivergent (autistic/ADHD) females
report chronic pain (40), this study did not test if hypermobility
was a mediating factor.
Motivated by the evidence described above of associations
between hypermobility, orthostatic intolerance and pain
symptoms in neurodivergent individuals, this study examined
these factors in combination for the first time, involving an
adult sample and including a larger sample of autistic people
and people with TS than had been investigated previously. We
hypothesized that the neurodivergent group will have higher
rates of GJH as compared to a large population cohort study
[prevalence of GJH in adolescence in ALSPAC (6)]. We used
these data because this cohort represents the most robust
indication of prevalence of GJH in the general population so far.
This prevalence is similar to those found in a large population
survey of adults that assessed GJH by self-report (7). We also
explored an age specific criterion for GJH in our neurodivergent
and a separate comparison group. This comparison is not
possible to make with the published data from the ALSPAC
study, requiring a separate comparison group. This study
tested whether group differences exist between neurodivergent
individuals (specified as those with diagnoses of the following
neurodevelopmental conditions, i.e., autism, ADHD, and TS)
and a comparison group of individuals without formal diagnoses
of neurodevelopmental conditions on measures of GJH,
autonomic symptoms, and musculoskeletal symptoms, including
pain. We hypothesized that compared to unscreened individuals,
a significantly greater proportion of the neurodivergent group
will have GJH and experience significantly more symptoms of
orthostatic intolerance and musculoskeletal pain. We further
hypothesized that more females compared to males would
express GJH, as is commonly found, and that greater GJH would
predict increased orthostatic intolerance and pain. Finally, we
will test whether joint hypermobility mediates the relationship
between neurodevelopmental conditions and symptoms of
orthostatic intolerance and pain.

aside, even those with an isolated diagnosis of TS may be more
predisposed to joint hypermobility than the general population
given the links between autonomic dysfunction, premonitory
urge sensations, and tics (27, 28).
Orthostatic intolerance is a particular common expression
of intermittent cardiovascular autonomic dysfunction in people
with hypermobility conditions; symptoms such as lightheadedness occur upon standing upright and can be relieved by
recumbence (29). Symptoms of orthostatic intolerance can be
debilitating (12). Associated syncope, fatigue, and migraines add
to clinical burden and reduce quality of life (30).
Orthostatic intolerance is significantly more prevalent in
individuals with joint hypermobility or hEDS and is often
linked to postural tachycardia syndrome [PoTS; (31)]. Postural
tachycardia syndrome is characterized by exaggerated increase
in heart rate on standing and is one of the most common
manifestations of orthostatic intolerance (32). Orthostatic
intolerance was observed in 80% of 35 JHS/EDS-III patients
during autonomic testing, half of whom met criteria for postural
orthostatic tachycardia syndrome. Furthermore, in a survey
of 116 patients diagnosed with JHS/EDS-III, nearly everyone
(98%) reported the experience of orthostatic intolerance,
experiencing dizziness when getting out of bed in the morning
or when exercising in the heat or during/after a hot shower
(33). Therefore, orthostatic intolerance is frequent in people
with hypermobility.
Given the co-occurrence of hypermobility and
neurodevelopmental conditions, it is reasonable to hypothesize
that individuals with neurodevelopmental conditions
(henceforth described as neurodivergent individuals) are
more likely to experience orthostatic intolerance and this
association is linked to hypermobility itself. Moreover, a
more direct association is proposed between orthostatic
hypotension and specific behavioral and emotional differences
(34). Correspondingly, in unscreened preschool children, an
exaggerated difference in pulse pressure between supine and
standing positions predicts higher ADHD symptom scores
(35). Moreover, children with this poorer pulse pressure
regulation were more likely to be viewed as oppositional and
inattentive (35). While this study did not test patients with
formally diagnosed ADHD, it points toward a relationship
between orthostatic intolerance and ADHD that warrants
further scrutiny.
Similarly, there has been a paucity of systematic research
characterizing dysautonomia in autistic individuals or people
with TS. One case series found five of six autistic patients
(aged 12–28) had significant orthostatic intolerance on
autonomic function testing (36). Conversely, no clinical
signs of dysautonomia during orthostatic challenge (head up tilt)
test were observed in 39 autistic boys (37). Clearly more research
involving larger samples is required to characterize fully the
relationship between neurodevelopmental conditions (including
autism and TS) and orthostatic intolerance/dysautonomia.
Pain is a common symptom in individuals with
hypermobility (14). Given the observed association
between neurodevelopmental conditions and hypermobility,
neurodivergent individuals may have an increased likelihood of
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Data were
participants
conditions
participants
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analyzed from 166 participants, of whom 109
had confirmed diagnoses of neurodevelopmental
(henceforth neurodivergent group) and 57
were in a comparison group. Most of the
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Beighton score of ≥4 (10). This will be named hEDS GJH
henceforth.
Participants were asked to indicate on a Five-point Likert
scale (from “no” to “yes–daily”) how often they experienced a
set of symptoms associated with orthostatic intolerance (e.g., “do
you feel dizzy or lightheaded?”). Occurrence of musculoskeletal
symptoms (predominately pain) were also surveyed [e.g., “do
you have any of the following symptoms? (a) pains in the knees;
(b) pains in the fingers”]. Participants were asked to indicate
musculoskeletal symptom frequency on a three-point Likert
scale [from “no” to “yes—for longer than 3 months”]. Most
participants completed this full AQQoL questionnaire, except
the 22 patient participants in the TS study who only completed
the Beighton Scoring and orthostatic intolerance subscale of
the AQQoL.

neurodivergent group (n = 87) were assessed in secondary
care outpatient clinics in Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation
Trust (SPFT; including a specialist Neurodevelopmental Service
for adults) as part of a study of prevalence of hypermobility
and autonomic symptoms (approved by the South East Coast
NRES Ethics Committee; 12.LO.1942) between 2013 and 2016.
Clinical notes of patients were evaluated to confirm that they
had received a clinical diagnosis of autism, ADHD, or TS.
Additional individuals with TS (n = 22) were originally recruited
to another approved study (South East Coast NRES Ethics
Committee; 15.LO.0109).
Eligibility criteria for the adult neurodivergent group included
confirmed specialist diagnosis of neurodevelopmental condition
(autism, ADHD, TS). All patients at SPFT were assessed at
that time using DSM IV criteria and semi-structured interviews
relating to the DIVA assessment for ADHD and Royal College
of Psychiatrists (England) Interview Guide for the Diagnostic
Assessment of Adults with Autism Spectrum Disorder. The
TS participants recruited via the Tourette study were recruited
predominately via the charity Tourettes Action and had to have
a confirmed diagnosis of TS by a named specialist. Co-occurring
neurodevelopmental conditions were also noted, and again had
to be diagnosed by a named specialist.
These neurodivergent participants were compared to a group
of adults with no diagnosed neurodevelopmental, mental health,
or neurological conditions. This comprised those who were
recruited to a study to validate the autonomic symptoms
questionnaire measure [an autonomic and quality of life selfadministered questionnaire; AQQoL (43); n = 29] and also adults
who were recruited for a separate psychophysiological study,
which included the same measurements as the validation study
(Brighton and Sussex Medical School RGEC; 13/122/CRI). The
comparison group were not screened for neurodevelopmental or
other conditions.
This study involved patient and public involvement and the
authorship includes neurodivergent individuals.

Data Preparation for Statistical Analyses
Data from the ALSPAC birth cohort (6) were used to compute the
odds ratio of having GJH in the neurodivergent group compared
to the general population. In this birth cohort, the Beighton
score was available for 6,022 adolescents from the general
population. While these data were collected in adolescents, the
levels of GJH in this sample is comparable to that shown in
adults (18% of the population) (7)—together these findings
represent the largest prevalence studies of GJH in a general
population setting.
In the original validation of the AQQoL, the Beighton score
was included in the total musculoskeletal subscale. Here, the
Beighton score was analyzed separately as it was hypothesized
that there would be a difference in Beighton scores between
neurodivergent and the comparison group.
Binary logistic regression was used to calculate the odds
ratios of having GJH for patients compared to the populationlevel comparison group (ALSPAC birth cohort). Binary logistic
regression was used to test for group differences between
the neurodivergent group and the comparison group in the
proportion of people with GJH. Separate predictor models used
sex as a covariate.
Mann-Whitney U-tests were used to test for group differences
between neurodivergent group and the comparison group,
comparing: (1) age, (2) Beighton scores, (3) orthostatic
intolerance symptom scores, and (4) musculoskeletal scores.
This approach was used because scores on these four measures
for each group were not normally distributed. Spearman’s
correlations were also calculated between Beighton scores
and: (1) orthostatic intolerance symptom scores, and (2)
musculoskeletal scores given the predicted relationships between
these measures (i.e., higher Beighton scores will be positively
correlated with increased orthostatic intolerance symptom scores
and musculoskeletal scores). Rain cloud plots were used to
visualize data differences between groups where appropriate (45)
and generated in R (46).
To explore potential mechanistic associations between
neurodivergence, joint hypermobility and symptoms,
mediation analyses were performed. As such, to investigate
whether Beighton score mediated the relationship between
neurodivergence and assessed symptoms (orthostatic

Measures and Materials
The autonomic symptoms questionnaire measure (AQQoL)
(43) was used to quantify subjective experiences of orthostatic
intolerance and musculoskeletal symptoms and incorporated
the Beighton Scoring System for joint hypermobility (44).
The Beighton Scoring System was administered as a clinical
examination by a trained clinician/researcher.
Two definitions of GJH were used in this study. Firstly,
Beighton scores of 4 and above were classified as indicative
of GJH in line with the general population data previously
published (6) and the now superseded major criterion for Joint
Hypermobility Syndrome (11) (henceforth JHS GJH). Given
controversies surrounding categorization of generalized joint
hypermbolity and change to diagnostic criteria, additionally
age specific cut-offs of Beighton Scoring System were used in
line with Criterion 1 of the 2017 hEDS diagnostic criteria,
whereby pubertal men and women up to the age of 50 were
considered positive with a Beighton score ≥5, and men and
women over the age of 50 were considered positive with a
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TABLE 1 | Group characteristics.
Characteristics

Age in years (M, SD)

Neurodevelopmental condition

Comparison group

Difference in demographics

participants (n = 109)

(n = 57)

between groups

34.9 (11.3) Range: 18–61

39.2 (14.95) Range: 18–68

p = 0.1.01

Sex, male (% of group)

67 (62%)

26(46%)

p = 0.051

Sex, female (% of group)

42 (38%)

31 (54%)

Beighton score/9 (M, SD)
Orthostatic intolerance symptom score/120 (M, SD)
Musculoskeletal score/14 (M, SD)

3.2 (2.6)

1.42 (2.3)

24.2 (15.6)

5.1 (4.3)

p ≤ 0.001
p ≤ 0.001

6.8 (3.7)

3.58 (2.9)

p ≤ 0.001

FIGURE 1 | Percentage of individuals in each group who had generalized joint hypermobility according to both JHS criteria (Beighton score ≥4) and 2017 hEDS
criteria (age specific cut-off). Error bars show 95% CI.

samples and considered significant if the bootstrapped
confidence intervals do not cross zero. For these analyses
the predictor variable was neurodivergence, the mediator
variable was Beighton Score, and the outcome variables were

intolerance symptoms and musculoskeletal symptoms), an
estimation of indirect effects was performed using PROCESS
macro v3.5 for SPSS by Hayes (47). The 95% bootstrapped
confidence interval for the indirect effect is based on 1,000
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Percentage of individuals in each group and within each sex who had generalized joint hypermobility according to JHS criteria (Beighton score ≥4).
(B) Percentage of individuals in each group and within each sex who had generalized joint hypermobility according to 2017 hEDS criteria (age specific cut-off). Error
bars show 95% CI.

There were marked sex differences; the prevalence in the
neurodivergent females assigned at birth was 69% compared to
22.6% in the comparison group. See Figure 2 for a breakdown
per neurodivergent condition. The presence of GJH significantly
predicted membership of the neurodivergent group (OR 4.79,
95% CI 2.20–10.43, p < 0.001). This relationship remained after
adjusting for sex (OR 6.45, 95% CI 2.79–14.92, p < 0.001).
Generalized joint hypermobility was 4.51 (95% CI 2.17–9.37)
times higher if individuals were autistic, 4.34 (95% CI 2.67–7.03)
times higher if individuals had an ADHD diagnosis and 7.02
(95% CI 3.06–16.1) times higher if individuals had a diagnosis
of TS, compared to the general population sample.
Across all participants, there was a significant association
between sex and whether individuals had GJH: Females were
more likely to have GJH [χ 2(1) = 5.64, p = 0.018]. There
was a significant interaction of group membership on this
relationship [F (2) = 6.23, p = 0.002]; i.e., the strength of the
relationship between sex and GJH was significantly greater in the
neurodivergent group.

orthostatic intolerance symptoms score and musculoskeletal
symptoms score.

RESULTS
For full description of the groups see Table 1. In the
neurodivergent group 67 were assigned male at birth (62%) and
42 assigned female at birth (38%), and in the comparison group
26 assigned male at birth (46%) and 31 (54%) assigned female at
birth. This was a statistically significant difference (p = 0.051).
The mean age of the neurodivergent group was 34.9 years (SD =
11.3), and the mean age of the comparison group was 39.2 years
(SD = 14.95). There was no significant difference in ages between
the groups.

Neurodevelopmental and Mental Health
Diagnoses
Twenty-seven patients were diagnosed autistic (25% of patients).
Fifty-six of the patients were diagnosed with ADHD (51% of
patients), and 15 patients had a diagnosis of TS (14% of patients).
Two patients had co-occurring diagnoses of autism and ADHD
(2% of patients) and eight patients were diagnosed with ADHD
and TS (7% of patients). One patient had a diagnosis of autism,
ADHD and TS (<1% of patients).

Age Specific Beighton Cut-Off (HEDS GJH)
Overall, 28.4% of neurodivergent individuals met criteria for the
more stringent age specific GJH criterion compared to 12.3% in
the comparison group (see Figure 1). There were marked sex
differences; the prevalence in neurodivergent females assigned at
birth was 40.5% compared to 22.6% in the comparison group.
See Figure 2 for a breakdown per neurodivergent condition. The
presence of age specific GJH significantly predicted membership
of the neurodivergent group (OR 2.84, 95% CI 1.16–6.94, p =
0.022). This relationship remained after adjusting for sex (OR
3.68, 95% CI 1.44–9.36, p = 0.006).
Again, there was a significant association between sex and GJH
using the age specific cut-off [χ2 (1) = 6.39, p = 0.007). Again,
this relationship is significantly stronger in the neurodivergent

Generalized Joint Hypermobility
Beighton score was significantly higher in the neurodivergent
group (M = 3.2, SD = 2.6) than in the comparison group
(M = 1.42, SD = 2.3; U = 4,434, z = 4.62, p < 0.001; Table 1;
Figure 3).

Beighton Score ≥4 (JHS GJH)
Overall, 50% of neurodivergent individuals met criteria for GJH
compared to 17.5% in the comparison group (see Figure 1).
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FIGURE 3 | Difference in orthostatic intolerance symptom score (A); musculoskeletal symptom score (B) and Beighton score (C) between neurodivergent and
comparison group. Graphic is a data rain cloud illustrating raw data, median and interquartile range, and probability density for each variable in each group. Mean and
standard error are visualized also.

group, i.e., there is a formal interaction of group membership on
the relationship between GJH and sex [F (2) = 5.20, p = 0.006].

greater their experience of symptoms of orthostatic intolerance
(Figure 4).

Orthostatic Intolerance

Musculoskeletal Pain

Mean orthostatic intolerance symptom score in neurodivergent
participants was significantly higher (M = 24.2, SD = 15.6)
compared to individuals in the comparison group (M = 5.1, SD
= 4.3; U = 5,441, z = 8.76, p < 0.001; Figure 3).
We observed a positive correlation between orthostatic
intolerance symptom score and GJH (rs =‘0.39, p < 0.001). This
suggests that the higher the participants’ Beighton score is, the

Mean musculoskeletal symptom score was significantly higher
in neurodivergent participants (M = 6.7 SD = 3.7) compared
to individuals in the comparison group (M = 3.58, SD = 2.93;
U = 1811.5, z = 4.95, r = 0.48, p < 0.001; Figure 3).
A positive correlation was observed between musculoskeletal
symptom score and Beighton score (number of hypermobile
joints as per Beighton score; rs = 0.28, p = 0.001). This suggests
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FIGURE 4 | Graph showing the relationship between orthostatic intolerance symptom score and Beighton score with line of best fit. Error bars show ±1 standard
error of the mean.

different definitions of GJH. All hypotheses were supported:
Neurodivergent individuals were significantly more likely
to have GJH, and to experience orthostatic intolerance and
musculoskeletal symptoms. Generalized joint hypermobility was
strikingly more common in neurodevelopmental females
and was associated both with symptoms of orthostatic
intolerance and pain. Moreover, the relationship between
neurodivergence and co-occuring physical symptoms was
mediated by hypermobility, providing a potential mechanistic
link between neurodivergence and physical symptoms. It may
be that constitutional variation in connective tissue is a unifying
feature in the predisposition to neurodivergence, pain, and
symptoms of dysautonomia.
Regardless of specific criterion used, prevalence of GJH
was more than double in neurodivergent groups, confirming
a hypothesized association that was suggested by earlier brain
imaging findings linking hypermobility to possible neural
correlates of neurodivergence (48). The over-representation of
hypermobility in autistic participants also extends a growing
literature from case studies, children, and cohort research (18, 20,

that the greater the participants’ Beighton score, the higher their
musculoskeletal symptom score (Figure 5).

Mediation Analyses
There was a significant indirect effect of neurodivergence on
orthostatic intolerance symptoms through Beighton score (b
= 2.01, 95% CI 0.34–4.37), and a significant indirect effect
of neurodivergence on musculoskeletal symptoms through
Beighton score (b = 0.52, 95% CI 0.06–1.12; Figure 6), suggesting
that hypermobility is mediating the association (i.e., the direct
effect) between membership of the neurodivergent group on
greater physical symptoms.

DISCUSSION
This is the first study to investigate the prevalence of GJH,
orthostatic intolerance symptoms, and pain (in the form
of musculoskeletal symptoms) across neurodivergent adults
(including those diagnosed with TS) in contrast to a comparison
group, and also to present associated prevalence data on two
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FIGURE 5 | Graph showing the relationship between musculoskeletal symptom score and Beighton score with line of best fit. Error bars show ±1 standard error of
the mean.

21). Fifty-one percent of individuals diagnosed with ADHD had
GJH (according to the older, broader cut-off), which falls between
the lower estimate in previous research with adults [32% of 54
patients (22)] and the higher estimate in research with children
[74% of 86 patients (23)] with ADHD. Interestingly, an animal
model provides cross-species evidence of the association between
hypermobility and core features of ADHD (49). However, the cooccurrence of these conditions makes it difficult to tease them
apart, especially where the co-occurrence between autism and
ADHD is high (1). We also observed high rates of GJH in people
with TS and provide the first reported systematic estimate of
this association. Overall, our findings highlight the increased
prevalence of GJH in neurodivergence.
The significantly higher prevalence of orthostatic intolerance
symptoms experienced by neurodivergent individuals compared
to a comparison group provides direct evidence for this
suggestion within more anecdotal literature (34, 36). Moreover,
our larger study used quantitative data from patients a

Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org

neurodivergent group, extending an association shown between
orthostatic symptoms and ADHD questionnaire score in a
smaller sample of individuals who did not have a formal
diagnosis of this or another neurodevelopmental condition
(35). Our mediation analysis suggests that hypermobility is a
mediating factor in the relationship between neurodivergence
and such symptoms.
There may also be a neural contribution to the
higher prevalence of orthostatic intolerance symptoms in
neurodivergence. The insular cortex underpins interoception;
the process by which we perceive physiological information
concerning the current state of the body (50). As well as receiving
afferent information from bodily systems, interoceptive networks
contribute to efferent autonomic adaptations, in pursuit of
homeostasis (51). Altered insular function in neurodivergence
may foster noisier integration of interoceptive signals (52),
leading to larger orthostatic intolerance symptoms. Interestingly,
participants with hypermobility show insular hyperactivation to
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FIGURE 6 | Hypermobility as a mediator of predictor relationship between neurodivergent status and (A) orthostatic intolerance score; (B) musculoskeletal score. The
confidence interval for the indirect effect is a bootstrapped confidence interval based on 1,000 samples.

affective stimuli during fMRI (53), and structural and functional
alterations to insular cortex are also seen in neuroimaging studies
of neurodivergence [e.g., TS (54, 55)].
Previous work suggests that neurodivergent people might
experience more symptoms of pain compared to people without
a neurodevelopmental condition diagnosis [e.g., (42)]. Our
mediation analysis directly links hypermobility as a mediator
of a relationship between neurodivergence and pain. However,
one possible limitation of this study concerns the measurement
of pain. Using the AQQoL as a self-report measure for

Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org

musculoskeletal symptoms (therefore pain) may have underestimated participants’ experience of pain as it does not ask
questions about all areas of the body (such as the neck).
Alternatively, using a more widely validated measure of pain
could have been useful. For example, the Brief Pain Inventory–
Short Form (56), would allow more parts of the body to
be considered. However, even then, additional work would
be needed ensure reliable categorization of where participants
indicated the location of felt pain. Another option would be to
use the Pain Interference Index (57) to assess the subsequent
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(61). This paper sets the scene for larger studies and will also
facilitate targeting of interventions to enhance quality of life
across psychological and physical domains in neurodivergence.

impact of pain (irrespective of where it occurred in the body)
on functioning. This scale has been validated for use in adults
and could be beneficial to use in future research. There is
a shift toward considering the impact of pain on daily life,
rather than focusing on pain frequency, because of the possible
clinical implications.
A further limitation concerns the measurement of GJH
as participants were not assessed as to whether they met
diagnostic criteria for HSD or hEDS. There is considerable
debate about categorization and measurement of GJH (58).
Further work should focus on symptomatic hypermobility in
neurodivergence as it is likely that these individuals will need
more targeted interventions, as people with HSD/hEDS are
more likely to experience pain and other physical symptoms
which can negatively impact on quality of life. Furthermore,
we only assessed symptoms of orthostatic intolerance, rather
than assessing autonomic function directly, and future work
should incorporate autonomic function testing, as symptoms
of orthostatic intolerance may overlap with symptoms of
other processes.
This study provides compelling evidence for increased
prevalence of joint hypermobility—a constitutional variant
in systemic connective tissue—in neurodivergent individuals
and posits a mediating mechanism through which physical
symptoms are linked to neurodivergence, via such variation
in connective tissue. Autonomic cardiovascular dysregulation
(orthostatic intolerance) and musculoskeletal pain were also
expressed at higher rates across neurodivergent individuals and
showed a clear relationship to joint hypermobility. Differences
in connective tissue may be a mediating factor for both these
associations, causing pooling of blood in lax peripheral vessels
[as in some forms of PoTS (59)] and enhancing sensitivity to
tissue stretch and damage. Here, we highlight the relevance in
the context of a set of neurodevelopmental conditions where
differences in perceptual sensitivity, including abnormalities in
proprioception and interoception (27, 60), can contribute to
psychosocial difficulties associated with these conditions and also
to the (often under recognized) increased likelihood of chronic
physical symptoms that further decrease quality of life. Autism,
ADHD, and developmental tic disorder (TS) often share complex
symptoms, consistent with overlapping neurodevelopmental
etiopathology. Increasingly, services need to recognize such
complexity and move beyond “exclusive” diagnostic categories
and traditional boundaries between physical and mental health
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